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USB Handheld Scanner

PLUS 122 2D
cod. LTMNNL042

ENTRY TO MID-LEVEL SCANNING APPLICATIONS
The Plus 122 2D barcode scanner provides an economical data scan solution, allowing customers to use 2D barcode features at a 
scanner price. Equipped with a Newland third-generation decoding chip, the Plus 122 2D handheld scanner guarantees excellent 
scanning performance, ensuring comfort and productivity.

High performance
At the heart of the Plus 122 2D wireless handheld scanner is another example of Newland’s excellent scanning with 
CPU decoding. Effortlessly capture high density, high volume and distorted barcodes printed on paper or displayed on 
screen. 

Bluetooth 5.0 technology
Adopting the latest Bluetooth 5.0 technology, the Plus 122 2D is able to maintain a wireless connection at distances up to 
50 meters from the host device.

Data capture
The Plus 122 can also work in batch mode to collect scanned data, to then transfer via Bluetooth, wireless dongle or via 
USB cable. the cable can connect the scanner to Easyset configuration software.

Extra wireless choice
The Plus 122 2D comes with a 2.4ghz direct connection dongle. The dongle and scanner connect for a 1-2-1 secure 
wireless connection, enabling customers to have wireless communication, even if Bluetooth is not an option.

Exceptional battery life
With a 2200mAh battery, the HR22 Dorada II will run a comfortable 12 hours of continuous use. The provided USB cable 
allows for convenient charging.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Image Sensor: 640x480 CMOS
Illumination: white LED
Aiming: red LED (625 nm)
2D codes: PDF417,QR Code (QR1/2, Micro), Data Matrix (ECC200, ECC000,050,080, 100,140).
Notifications: Beep, LED indicator, vibration.
Dimensions: 145x101x68 mm
Weight: 167 g
Interface: USB
Expected Battery Life: ≥12 hours of continuous operation (scan once per 6 seconds)
Expected Charge Time: ≤5.5 hours (with power adapter)
Operating Temperature: -20℃~60℃
Storage Temperature: -40℃~70℃
Humidity: 5% to 95% (non-condensing)
Drop: 1,5 m
Wireless: Bluetooth 5.0/2.4G
Certifications: FCC Part15 Class B, CE EMC Class B
IP 42

Sectors:
Point of sale/retail, product traceability, track & trace, healthcare, inventory management,
ticket/voucher management, office automation.
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